money badly. And I who had crowded out other buyers by now—prac-
tically had things my own way. I was accustomed to getting about three
for one anyway? which was not greedy as things were going. Ten for one
is about what the West expects from the East, and takes.
Again the tedious return voyage across the vast Pacific, The eleventh.
But I had my treasures on board to study and gloat over. Glutton?
Absolutely.
When I returned I had them all classified and properly mounted and
took them to New York and Howard Mansfield. Howard, really by this
time our most fastidious American collector, was the centre of a group of
more or less wealthy but, nevertheless, very discriminating collectors. He
himself was by now a veteran. The group called in experts (several of
them) and excluded me from their conference, which hurt me. Why
should they exclude me? I couldn't understand.
Finally Howard, pencil and paper and lists in hand, offered me forty-
five thousand dollars for about half of the collection. Make it fifty thou-
sand, I said. Agreed.
Some months after returning to Tokio and back to work on the Imperial
already sick of the r61e I had been playing, I received a cablegram from
Howard Mansfield:
WRIGHT. IMPEHO. TOKIO. KYOTO MATSUKI, NEW YORK DEALER, TURNS
INFORMER ON TOKIO RING REVAMPING PRINTS. SOME FROM YOU HAVE PIN-
PRICKS SHOWING REVAMPING. BETTER INVESTIGATE, MANSFIELD.
I investigated at once and knew where to go to do it. I found that
Matsuki told the truth. Several leading dealers, the smartest in Tokio, had
for years been keeping a famous craftsman with helpers working in the
country on genuine old prints, as rarities in poor condition turned up,
putting months of work on a single rare specimen that would bring
several thousand dollars, probably.
They would first discharge the colour—restoring the paper to normal,
soak old worthless prints to obtain the proper colours, and then, by an
ingenious system of pin pricks at certain angles of the drawing, guide the
reprinting of the original print from blocks cut solely for the purpose of
reprinting that one print* The result was not an imitation. It was a
genuine restoration and valuable. But who wanted it? No collector, cer-
tainly.
The jig was up. Staying away from me until this last trip, they had
previously loaded up many collectors like Sir Edwin Walker of Canada,
and a half-dozen less well-known collectors in our country, but they had
fought shy of me—either not daring to try me out before or emboldened
by their success with others thinking it time to retaliate.
Wrieto San had fallen. I went after the ring, wiped it out, got the ring-
leader (he was Hayashi) in jail. After he had been there a year his case
came up. The court sent for me. The police brought Hayashi to me where
I was sitting in court at a small table to judge him. The court wanted to
te>w what I wanted done with him. He knocked his forehead to the floor

